MS 574
NAEGLE FAMILY
NAEGLE PAPERS, 1880-1968

DESCRIPTION

This collection contains copies of the typewritten reminiscences by Marion Beck Naegle, written in 1968, reminiscences by Manuel Naegle, written in 1967 and “The Life of John Conrad Naegle” written by W. W. Seegmiller in 1942. Both the reminiscences include family history of the entire Naegle family.

1 Box, .25 linear feet

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

John Conrad Naegle was born in Germany and came to the United States and joined the Mormon church as a young man. He was a polygamist in Southern Utah and the family was part of the Mormon colonization in Mexico in the 1880s and 1890s. The polygamist family was very large and the complete biographical information and genealogy is contained in the collection.

RELATED MATERIALS

Naegle/Bateman Photo collection.

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on this collection.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society.

PROCESSING

The finding aid was completed in April 1997 by Riva Dean, Library/Archives Co-Manager.